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1pfSense

 _ pfSense

T he pfSense firewall is a free, open source customized 
distribution based on Free BSD (an advanced 

computer operating system used to power modern servers, 
desktops and embedded platforms) specifically tailored for 
use as a firewall and router that is entirely managed via web 
interface. 

The pfSense project has been proven in countless installations 
ranging from small home networks protecting a single 
computer to large corporations, universities and other 
organizations protecting thousands of network devices. 

These are some of its features: 

• Firewall
• State Table
• Network Address Translation (NAT)
• Load balancing
• VPN which can be developed in IPsec, OpenVPN and 

PPTP
• PPPoE server
• DNS server
• Captive portal
• DHCP server

L ogtrust offers pfSense Networks users a set of 
advanced security alerts and an alert management 

application.

Logtrust specializes in offering real-time Big Data solutions 
that allow the integration, management and easy visualization 
of all the data generated by firewalls to obtain security alerts.

Logtrust enables efficient and flexible real-time alert 
management, allowing you to customize alerts.

Security administrators can investigate incidents in 
minutes instead of hours or days. As well, human resource 
departments can use Logtrust dashboards and reports to 
track security compliance.

Logtrust is capable of collecting, identifying and extracting 
fields from pfSense event data.

2How Logtrust 
works with 
pfSense?
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You can create your own dashboards, visualizations and alerts 
to match the specific use case as needed.

All your relevant data can be searched and analyzed from a 
single place in Logtrust, get notified of where the attackers 
and malicious insiders are who may have previously gone 
undetected.

Thanks to a real-time report you will be able to see all the 
firewalls in your infrastructure, no matter where they are 
located on your network, or if they belong to different 
manufacturers. You can decide if you want to analyze the 
activity of a specific firewall, of a cluster, of those belonging 
to the same manufacturer or altogether. Use advanced 
visualization techniques to review your most relevant data and 
geo-locate attacking IP addresses on heat maps.

1.1.1.1  Pfsense 

The pfSense firewall logs are marked with the firewall.pfsense.
type tag.

It is possible to configure pfSense to report its logs to a 
remote syslog server. From the management web interface 
you only need to specify the remote server; it is not possible 
to specify the port, or protocol, or label the log at the source. 
Since pfsense only allows to send its logs to syslog standard 
port (514/udp); to integrate these logs you will need to install 
a logtrust in-house relay and set a rule to listen to that port. 
This rule will be in charge of tagging the events as firewall.
pfsense.type and forwarding them on to Logtrust.

1.1.1.1.1 Tag structure

The concept type is fixed, it identifies the tag and format of 
the event that is being sent. This concept may take one of the 
following values (corresponding to the different log types):

• firewall.pfsense.firewall
• firewall.pfsense.system

1.1.1.1.2 In-house relay configuration

You should define two rules, one, in which all events coming 
to port 514/udp with the “pf” tab are labelled as firewall.
pfsense.firewall. To create this rule it is necessary to consider 
the following fields: firewall.pfsense.firewall in-house relay 
rule

3
How to

implement this 
technology

with Logtrust

https://logtrust.atlassian.net/wiki/display/LD/logtrust+in-house+relay
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port = 514
sourceTag = “pf”
targetTag = “firewall.pfsense.firewall”
stopProcessing = “true” //To avoid the relay from process 
more rules if the actual number is met//

The rule looks as follows:

Then a second rule should be created to label the rest of the 
events as firewall.pfsense.system. To create this rule use the 
following fields: 
firewall.pfsense.system in-house relay rule

port = 514
targetTag = “firewall.pfsense.system”
isPrefix = “true” //Allow us to retain the original label in which 
we indicated the particular component of the system that 
generated the event//

The rule looks as follows:
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The rules order is important, since both operate on the 
same port and the first must always be evaluated before the 
second; they must appear in this order:

Apply the new settings. 

1.1.1.1.3 Configuring pfSense 

First, you should modify a configuration file to avoid 
the generation of multiline events which sometimes are 
generated by tpcdump and break the log format. To do so, 
modify the file “/etc/inc/filter.inc” from the console or from 
the management interface (“Diagnostics -> Edit File”):

/etc/inc/filter.inc file modification

Modify line:
mwexec_bg(“/usr/sbin/tcpdump -s 256 -v -l -n -e -ttt 
-i pflog0 | logger -t pf -p local0.info”);

Change to line:
mwexec_bg(“/usr/sbin/tcpdump -s 256 -v -l -n -e 
-ttt -i pflog0 | /usr/bin/sed-l -E ‘N;s/\\n[ \\t]+/ /;P;D;’ | 
logger -t pf -p local0.info”);

For the changes to become effective, you must restart 
pfSense with the “reboot” command from the console or 
from the management web interface “Diagnostics -> Reboot” 
option.

Once the service has been restarted. Follow these steps to 
configure sending to syslog via the pfSense graphic interface:

1. Go to “Status -> System Logs -> Settings”.

2. Enable the checkbox “Log packets blocked by the 
default rule”.

3. Enable the checkbox “Enable syslogging to remote 
syslog server”.

4. In the Server1 field, introduce your in-house relay IP 
address

5. Enable the checkboxes of the event types you want to 
register (at least system and firewall events)

6. Click on the “Save” button
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Setting example:

Also, in the “Firewall -> Rules” section, you should edit the 
rules for which you what to register their activity by enabling 
the following option on each rule: 

After modifying the rules, implement the policy by clicking the 
“Apply changes” button at “Firewall -> Rules”. 


